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【Purpose and Background of the Research】
Plant meristems, which occur at shoots, roots
and the vascular system, produce all the plant
tissues. In meristems, stem cells proliferate to
maintain their number and differentiate into
specific cells. The balance of cell proliferation
and differentiation of stem cells supports the
infinite growth of plants.
The plant vascular system is composed of
xylem, phloem and procambium/cambium.
Procambium/cambium cells as vascular stem
cells proliferate and differentiate into xylem and
phloem cells. We have identified various factors
regulating vascular stem cell fates. In this study
we aim at elucidating the function of these
factors and their interrelationship, which results
in an overview of the regulation of vascular stem
cell fates.

Fig. 1: Regulation of vascular stem cell fates.
【Research Methods】
Figure 1 summarizes our previous findings
on vascular stem cell fates. In this study we will
identify intracellular signaling pathways
leading to maintenance of stem cell activity via
activation or suppression of key transcription
factors such as WOX4 and VND6/7 by using
genetic and cell biological methods. In addition,
we will search key transcription factors
governing vascular stem cell establishment.

【Expected Research Achievements and
Scientific Significance】
It is expected that this study will bring about
the overview of the regulation of vascular stem
cell fates; TDIF intercellular signaling
machinery, intracellular signaling pathways
downstream of TDIF/TDR, network of key
transcription factors regulating vascular stem
cell fates and feedback mechanisms of signaling
between distinctive vascular cells. These
findings are important for understanding
vascular meristem but also mersitems in general.
On the other hand, vascular tissues occupy the
major part of territorial biomass. Therefore this
study will provide the excellent base for artificial
increase and/or modification of biomass for
human use.
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